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Schools in the post-Covid world
From PPE-adorned teachers
checking temperatures and
restrictions on the students,
to classrooms armed with
sanitisers and social
distancing measures,
schools across the world
have opened up with almost
‘military style’ checks and
precautionary care

28 trillion tons
The amount of ice, the Earth has lost since 1994,
courtesy global warming. A latest study by scientists
have revealed that the sea level rise could reach a metre
by the end of the century. The scientists analysed the
glaciers, mountains and ice sheets between 1994 and
2017 to measure the loss of ice coverage, and to identify
the impact of global warming.
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:

ESTIVAL

means of or relating to the summer
Estival and festival
look so much alike
that you might think
they're very closely related, but that isn't the case.
Estival traces back to 'aestas', which is the Latin
word for ‘summer’

BOOK LAUNCH

Every centimetre of sea-level rise means about
a million people will be displaced from their
low-lying homelands, scientists have warned

THE FINAL ADVENTURES
OF PROFESSOR SHONKU

The melting of ice is reducing the planet’s ability to reflect the solar radiation back into space,
they added

Meanwhile, the cold water from the glaciers is
disrupting the biological health of Arctic and
Antarctic waters significantly, while the loss
of the glaciers in the mountains is threatening the
fresh water sources, on which many local communities depend
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Will this be the NEW NORMAL for Indian
schools too? Are we prepared to handle this
level of care in schools? Share your views at

TOINIE175@GMAIL.COM
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NEW VENTURE

James Gunn introduces his
'Suicide Squad'
ENTERTAINMENT

WORLD'S FIRST FLOATING APPLE
STORE TO OPEN IN SINGAPORE

SCIENTISTS SET NEW WORLD
RECORD FOR INTERNET SPEED
Scientists in the UK have claimed that they have achieved
the world's fastest internet data transmission rate, a speed
which would make it possible to download the entire Netflix
library in less than a second...
 The researchers from the
University College London
(UCL) in the UK achieved a data
transmission rate of 178 terabits a second, five times
faster than the previous record
 The record is double the
capacity of any system currently deployed in the world
 It was achieved by transmitting data through a much wider
range of colours of light, or
wavelengths, than is typically
used in optical fibre, the
researchers said

F

ilmmaker James Gunn who introduced his 'Suicide
Squad' at a virtual event recently has said that the film
will be different from any other superhero movie ever
made. The first inside look into the world of Gunn's, 'Suicide
Squad', which is being described as a 1970s gritty war movie,
was unveiled at the virtual DC Fandome.

The new record,
demonstrated in a lab,
is a fifth faster than
the previous world record
held by a team in Japan. At
this speed, it would take less
than an hour to
download the data that made
up the world's first image of
a black hole, they said. The
speed is close to the theoretical limit of data transmission set out by American
mathematician, Claude
Shannon, in 1949

Terming the new Warner Bros film as a "sequel" to
John Ostrander's 1980s, 'Suicide Squad' comic-book
run, Gunn said, his favourite character back then
was Waller, who was "so different for the time in
terms of being a strong woman— an anti-hero, but
with both positive and negative attributes, and not
physically the same as everyone else portrayed in
the comic books”

Apple is set to open its third outlet in Singapore; it will be the
world's first floating retail store at Marina Bay Sands. According
to reports, the new Apple store will be housed in a sphere
floating on Marina Bay

Metro train services may resume from
Sept 1, reopening of schools unlikely

M

etro train services may be allowed in
the 'Unlock 4' phase, beginning September 1, but schools and colleges are
unlikely to reopen anytime soon, officials have
said. The States, will, however, take the final
call on reopening the rapid transport networks,
depending on the coronavirus situation there.
Moreover, deliberations are underway on
whether to allow reopening of higher educational institutions, such as universities, IITs
and IIMs. No decision has been taken on the
matter yet, the officials added.

John Ridley penning new Batman comic series

O

scar-winning screenwriter John Ridley is
set to write a new Batman comic series,
in which the Dark Knight will not be
Bruce Wayne, but a completely different AfricanAmerican character. He also hinted that the
focus of the comic series will be the family of
Lucius Fox, head of the Wayne Enterprises.

 Fox's character has been essayed by
Hollywood veteran, Morgan Freeman, in
Christopher Nolan's, ‘The Dark Knight’
trilogy, and in the ‘Batman Begins’ video
game  The comic book mini-series will
release next year in January

FROM BOOKS TO SCREEN
THE WINDS
OF WAR:
'The Winds of
War and War and
Remembrance' by
Herman Wouk
will
soon be
adapted
into a
limited series by actorwriter, Seth MacFarlane.
'Winds of War' follows the
story of an American family's journey across the continents during the turbulent
times of World War-II

BETWEEN THE WORLD
AND ME:
Ta-Nehisi Coates', 'Between the
World and Me', featuring Oprah
Winfrey, Angela Bassett and Alicia
Garza- founder of 'Black Lives
Matter', among others, is
all set to be adapted into
a film. Written in the
form of a letter to his
son, 'Between the World
and Me', was published in
2015. This non-fiction
book is a bold yet personal literary work that
explores America's racial
history

Facebook

Metro services were suspended in
late March to
combat the
spread of
the novel
coronavirus

THROTTLE:
King of Horror,
Stephen King's
2009, novella,
'Throttle' is
being
adapted
into a feature. Coauthored
by
Stephen King and Joe Hill,
'Throttle', follows a father-son
duo who lead a biker gang that
is terrorised by a rig truck
driver in America

Youtube

YOU BENEATH YOUR SKIN:
This psychological thriller written by
Damayanti Biswas will be adapted
into a multi-part drama series. Set
in New Delhi, the book follows Anjali Morgan, an
Indian-American psychiatrist, raising an autistic son, and Jatin Bhatt,
an ambitious police
commissioner. When a
horrific crime spree happens, both of them are
caught in it and have to
face their past and
unveil new secrets

instagram

P

ublished by Puffin Books, 'The
Final Adventures of Professor
Shonku', is the last volume of
Professor Shonku’s escapades, featuring the classic sci-fi
stories, along with the original artworks
by Satyajit Ray himself. In this last volume of Professor Shonku's escapades,
the brilliant and benevolent scientist
travels around the world once more to
face near death situations. Each experience is beautifully recorded in his diary.
Join the incredible Shonku on his many
exhilarating adventures, accompanied
by his two long-time friends, his feline
companion, Newton, and his faithful
retainer, Prahlad. Presented in a brilliant translation by Indrani Majumdar
and the late author, this volume brings
alive the imaginative world of the weird
Professor Shonku.

UNEARTHED

Hundreds of solid gold
coins discovered in Israel

H

undreds of solid gold coins,
stashed away in a clay vessel for
over a thousand years, were
unearthed in central Isreal recently.
According to the Israel Antiquities Authority,
the treasure trove
was discovered on
August 18 by a few
teenagers, who volunteered at an excavation site, where a
new neighbourhood is being built. The identity of the owner is still a mystery, but the
investigation has revealed that the area
where the clay vessel was found, once
housed workshops. It is believed the person,
who hid the coins, was hoping to retrieve
them, as the vessel was secured with a nail.
As many as 425, 24-carat pure gold coins were
unearthed from the site. Most of them date to
the Abbasid period, around 1,000 yrs ago

WHATSAPP TO INTRODUCE
RINGTONE FOR GROUP CALLS

W

hatsApp is rolling out features, like a ringtone for group
calls, new sticker animation, and user interface (UI) improvements for calls with its latest Android beta update.
WhatsApp has also introduced a new type for animation stickers.
The animation will play in a loop up to eight times and will have
a lesser loop time.

TECH BUZZ

 The messaging app is also looking forward to improving UI for
voice calls. In the new UI, all the
buttons are moved to the bottom
of the display
 Additionally, WhatsApp is said
to be working on revamping the
calling screen as well
 The Facebook-owned messaging app is mulling changes, such
as moving all the icons that are otherwise present in the middle
of the screen to the bottom of the screen

Whatsapp
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“Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”

SCHOOL IS COOL

GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET

Hands-on learning and mastering lifeskills Positivity
is the
A
need of
the hour
cal thinking, Communication, Collaboration, and Creativity. We are
working on an idea “Connect- Extend- Challenge” to develop foundational literacies in our students and
have adopted other pedagogies like
Blended Learning, Experiential
Learning and Integrated Learning
etc, so that our children would be
able to develop as self-directive learners, and at the same time they should
be able to innovate and think out of
the box. We encourage students to
work in a group to develop adaptability and leadership skills.
Needless to say that they will be
encouraged to use technology so that
they should adopt ICT skills.

s educators, we are determined to help all the
students to attain their
full potential. It is our
responsibility to prepare our young
minds for the unique demands of a
21st Century world and it’s not a
small challenge. As you know future jobs are unpredictable and we
are preparing our children for the
jobs which do not exist so there is a
big question mark on how our children are going to survive in the future?
As an instructional leader it is
my responsibility to share our common vision with you that will prepare our young minds for college,
work, and life with strong value.
We all believe that every child
should possess strong content mastery, as well as the “Four Cs”: Criti-

RENU SRIVASTAVA, Principal, St
Teresa School, Indirapuram

‘Becoming
number one is
easier than
remaining
number one.’

A

darsh World School, Sec 12, Dwarka organised
myriads of activities in Inter-School ‘SPARDA
2020’ virtual competition. The competitions were
a fusion of talent, imagination, creativity and
alertness. Whether it was the melodious song
‘Swarangna, Budding Scientist, Let’s Explore the world, Fun
with Geometrical Shapes, Technovation, Be Vocal Be Local

We all believe that every
child should possess strong
content mastery, as well as
the “Four Cs”: Critical thinking, Communication,
Collaboration, and Creativity.
■

I would like to explain a little
about Blended Learning, in which
children study their lessons on their
own and complete the assignments
while engaging in group discussion
and other activities.
While school is starting to make
a shift towards 21 st Centuries Skills,
a lot of things can be done by the parents to enhance these four Cs and
Problem Solving Skills at home.

➤ Involve child to solve small problems
➤ Encourage the child to create
something from waste material.
➤ Involve in household activities
➤ Make sure that everyone in the
family should start their day with
exercises and yoga
➤ Promote your child to indulge in
research work/project work.
➤ Fix family reading time
➤ Involve children in different discussions and decisions.
➤ Let the child be close to nature
and clear her queries.
➤ Involve your child in making the
family budget.

M’ATHLETICS 2020

D

one day 1 and the final rounds
would be later in the month.
The knockout round had 5
sets of questions which were
designed to check the mathematical abilities, logical
thinking and analytical reasoning of children.
As the event is called
M’athletics, the school is
looking forward to find the
best athletes of maths.
With round like the sprint
round, 100 meter dash, hurdles etc it would be a funfilled quiz finale.

istance or social distancing does not
deter the spirit of
Manaskriti School to
come forward and connect
children from across the
country through the virtual
platform with an online competition” M’athletics-2020”
This competition was
flagged off by school principal
Jyoti Bhalla. Almost 70
schools and 500 children registered for the competition.
Children appeared for the first
round – the knockout round

‘Cleanliness is next to godliness’

S

etc, the activities helped to bring
out the uniqueness of each
Principal
student of Twenty Eight
Savita Sharma’s
schools of West Delhi
guidance encourincluding a school from
aged everyone to give
Sonipath.
their best to make the
In a message to all the
competition successparticipants, the Chairman P
ful during this
K Sehgal of Adarsh Group of
pandemic.
Schools applauded all the participants for their efforts and participation. Principal Savita Sharma, whose guidance and thoughtfulness encouraged everyone to give their best to make the
competition successful during this pandemic. Vice Principal
Shilpi Bhardwaj, alongwith a panel of incharges and judges
observed each and every entry of different categories to
pronounce a fair judgment of the different events. The
school announced the result virtually on their social media
page by congratulating all the winners. The students were
given merit as well as participation e-certificates.

W

isdom Valley Global School,
Omaxe City, Palwal welcomed
Paul Field, Pink Squid Positivity,
United Kingdom, for a
“Positivity” Class for students of VIII and
IX. Students were provided with different
Workshops to face life in it’s real meaning
and for their mental and physical wellbeing. It was a very close to home session related to these unwelcomed times

tudents of St Mark’s
Sr Sec Public School,
Janakpuri participated in a webinar on
‘Awareness on Hazards of EWaste and Plastic Waste”,
organised as an initiative by
Clean To Green under the
aegis of the Ministry of
Electronics & Information
Technology.
Students of classes VIII,
IX and XI were made aware of
various waste management

methods and approaches
taken up in urban, rural and
hilly areas. Wastes were clas-

sified as Urban, Industrial,
Biomedical and E-waste. The
focus was on the manage-

ment of these wastes at personal and professional level.
Our students displayed
pledges on ‘Going Green’.
Unwanted and undesirable materials
which are generated from discarded
and defective electronic gadgets are
hazardous. Thus, they
need to be recycled properly.

of a pandemic, the anxiety, uncertainty in
the hearts of students-parents-teachers.
The school imbibes technology to establish an effective ambience of positivity
and learning.
School takes great pride in providing
best known resources for the students in
raising awareness of today’s education,
mental health and acumen for learning.
Students have displayed participation in
different programmes organised by
school and have brought home great
agility for performing on all state of the
art learning portals.

INCULCATING GOOD READING
HABITS AMONG STUDENTS

S

uraj Bhan Dav School, Vasant Vihar organised a Webinar where the Panelists
were the alumni members
of the school, Avanti Sopory, an author; Anindya Upadhyay, Former
journalist and Sneha Bhattacharya,
former journalist.
All the panelists motivated and
encouraged the students to develop a passion for reading. Anindya

Upadhyay shared a presentation in
which she explained the purpose
of reading. Avanti Sopory then took
over and explained the importance
of reading, importance of discipline in life and also explained to
the students how to write a journal, diary or anecdotes. Last but
not the least Sneha Bhattacharya
was also took up queries of the students, shared the joy of reading a

real book versus Kindle.
She especially rrecommended two books – Gita for
children by Rupa Pi and also Biography of Michelle Obama. Shubham Sinha the Senior Supervisory
Head of the school emphasized on
the importance of reading various
Biographies which are in the school
library and concluded the Webinar with a vote of thanks.

MY LIFE DURING CORONA PERIOD

AARISH KAPOOR, Bhatnagar International School,
Paschim Vihar

Facebook

SHUBHA KUMARI, IX, St. Thomas’chool,
Dwarka

Youtube

AASTIK KAUSHAL, Modern Public School,
Shalimar Bagh

instagram

During corona life of mine
As if problems are piercing me
with leaf of pine
Fun, chatting and slumber has
gone
Without friends I am trying to
play alone
God save us from this technology
We still have to study biology
With parents bird eye,focused
on me
It seems , as if I am drowning in
sea
With world wide spread of corona pandemic
We children are now starving for
non academic
While papa is staying now at
home
We are buried under the tome
Our day starts with yoga at
dawn
Throughout the day we can’t
even yawn

Whatsapp

Our playfulness and happiness
are all gone
At dusk we are still jogging in
lawn
we understand now, the plight
of caged bird
Don’t know, why we are treated
like nerds
Mobile and Tv , are being
snatched
cartoon and gaming are also
latched
Oh don’t ask my how I feel
Everything was now under seal
We learned now the truth of life
As if we are walking on the
knife
Most important is to stay fit
preserve oneself from corona
hit
With parents love we all will
bloom
But, Life is only at app zoom
SHRIYOGI, VIII, St Gregorios
School, Dwarka sector 11

